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I  “Human rights commissions,” proclaimed the editors of 

the Globe and Mail in February 2008, “were never intended to serve as thought 
police.... It's time to rein them in before further damage is done to Canadians' 
right to free expression.” 1 The media's portrayal of the role of human rights 
commissions in recent years has presented an image o f overzealous, bureau

cratic do-gooders who have lost touch with Canadian values. While George 
Jonas o f the National Post characterized human rights commissions as a “com
plainants forum” for providing free counsel to complainants, Rex Murphy and 
Margaret Wente have dedicated numerous columns in the Globe and Mail to 

what the latter has called “self-perpetuating grievance machines.”2 In response 
to a case involving a man with bipolar disorder who successfully launched a 
human rights complaint against an employer for dismissing him because he 
failed to show up at work (for three months), Wente suggested that human 

rights commissioners were “more and more disconnected from common sense. 
They're taking on cases that would strike most of us as absurd .. These bodies 
are fast losing their legitimacy.” 3
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In 2002 British Columbia eliminated its human rights commission, severely 

restricted the mandate of the new tribunal, cut staff, and streamlined the pro
cess for dismissing complaints.4 Ontario followed suit with comparable reforms 
in 2006, and many other provinces are considering similar initiatives.5 If the 
twentieth century was a period of human rights innovation, the twenty-first 

century may be a period of retrenchment, if not the complete dismantling, of 
the human rights state.

Human rights laws and their enforcement mechanisms constitute what is 
referred to herein as the "human rights state.” The most visible manifestations 

of the human rights state are provincial and federal human rights statutes. Each 
statute is enforced by a state agency, which, as we will see below, is more ac
cessible to a broad range of citizens than the courts. 6 The human rights state 
is today constituted of a system o f comparably similar provincial and federal 

human rights statutes and commissions. Canada's Charter o f Rights and Free
doms represents another pillar of the human rights state. To a lesser degree, 
equal pay legislation, multiculturalism, and official language statutes also form 
the human rights state. They all share one key principle: these laws oblige the 

state to promote and enforce human rights.
Human rights ideals are not new to Canadians, but the creation of a 

state apparatus that binds governments to enforcement and education did not 
emerge until the 1960s. The human rights state, as well as the welfare state, is 

premised on the idea that the state should intervene in civil society to alleviate 
social inequality, among other things. This represents an important transforma
tion of the role of the state. A rich literature has emerged in recent years to 
document the struggles minorities faced in attempting to confront discrimina

tion using litigation and the courts, and how human rights statutes and the 
Charter have provided more effective avenues for redress.7 But the concept of a 
human rights state goes beyond public policy. The first anti-discrimination stat
utes referred only to racial, religious, and ethnic discrimination; by the 1980s, 

human rights laws also prohibited discrimination on the basis of, for example, 
sex, sexual orientation, disability, and age. The human rights state thus epito
mizes a revolutionary change in Canadians' values and beliefs about human 
dignity and equality.8

Several studies o f human rights law and activism have attempted to cap
ture a sense of Canada's changing rights culture by documenting important 
legal victories or successful campaigns to amend human rights legislation.9 Gay 
rights activists, for instance, point to the symbolism of including sexual orien

tation in human rights statutes (beginning with Quebec in 1977). Still, most 
studies fail to take into account the impact of human rights legislation. In other 
words, does the human rights state represent an effective vehicle for redressing
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human rights violations? Moreover, few of these studies account for political 

and ideological divisions that have shaped human rights policies, and most his
torians have concentrated on Ontario where the first laws were introduced.10

No jurisdiction better epitomizes the historical conflict surrounding the 
human rights state more than British Columbia. The limitations of the Social 

Credit government's weak 1969 Human Rights Act led the New Democratic Par
ty (NDP) to introduce a far more expansive Human Rights Code in 1973 soon 
after it was elected. However, a decade later, another Social Credit (Socred) gov
ernment introduced a variation of its original Human Rights Act. Not to be out

done, when the NDP returned to power in the 1990s, they replaced the Socreds' 
human rights legislation with a variation of the NDP's original statute. The law 
lasted only a handful of years. The Liberal Party replaced the statute in 2002 
with a Human Rights Act that had a great deal in common with the Socreds' 1969 

and 1984 statutes.
The following article explores the origins of the human rights state in Brit

ish Columbia in a local and national context, from the 1953 Equal Pay Act to the 
controversy surrounding the 1984 Human Rights Act. British Columbia became 

the focal point o f a national debate on human rights law reform in the 1980s. 
The province has historically possessed a diverse workforce in manufacturing 
and primary resources, and it was the most unionized province in the country. 
Between 1961 and 1968, the provincial labour force grew faster than any other 

province in the country (to 796,000 workers).11 It was a major immigration port 
and the site of decades o f conflict surrounding Asian immigration; 90 percent 
of Chinese immigrants to Canada lived in British Columbia. Moreover, the 
province's political culture was dominated by the right-wing Social Credit Party 

and the left-wing New Democratic Party, and this led to acute divisions over 
human rights policy. It was also a hotbed of social activism by the 1960s. The 
province was one of the major centres of feminist mobilization, the birthplace 
of Greenpeace and the first gay rights organizations in the country, and the site 

of dramatic student protests.12 British Columbia's demographics, labour force, 
political culture, and social movement sector informed many o f the debates 
surrounding human rights and undoubtedly contributed to the creation o f re
markably progressive, and remarkably regressive, human rights laws.

The following piece also focuses on sexual discrimination: how women ex
perienced discrimination and the efficacy of the human rights regime in com
batting sexual discrimination. Since their creation in the 1960s, human rights 

agencies in Canada have investigated more sexual discrimination complaints 

than any other category. And, again, British Columbia provides a useful context 
for this study. The province was one o f the first jurisdictions to enact human 
rights legislation and the first to prohibit sexual discrimination, and it estab
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lished precedents in areas such as gay rights and sexual harassment. Two-thirds 

of all jobs in the province were in service industries in 1981 (from one-quarter 
in 19 11); many of these jobs, particularly the low-paid ones, were dominated 
by women. By the early 1980s, a majority of adult women were working out
side the home, and almost half the provincial labour force was female. In fact, 
according to Jean Barman, "demographic data suggest that British Columbian 

women were in the forefront in moving back out of the home, if not into the 
work-force at least to pursue further education.” 13 The polarized nature of the 
province's political culture in the post-war period is also an important consid

eration. The Socreds' male-dominated governments rarely included women. In 
contrast, thanks to the work of the NDP's Women's Rights Committee, female 
election candidates received support during provincial elections and the party 
platform included a promise to create a Ministry of Women's Rights.14 British 

Columbia had also long been a major site of organizing for the women's move
ment, and the NDP had strong ties to the movement.15

The human rights state was a significant advancement in public policy. Both 
policy makers and social activists played a key role in creating the human rights 

state. However, the human rights state in Canada, as represented in the British 
Columbia experience, was ultimately flawed. It was poorly positioned to con
front systemic discrimination, and there were many ways in which politicians and 
bureaucrats could (and did) hamper the activities of human rights commissions.

Sexual discrimination

b y  t h e  1960s, there were few venues where women could seek restitution from 

discrimination. The courts were inaccessible unless an individual had the time, 
energy, and money to pursue a criminal or civil complaint. Human rights leg
islation was therefore an important public policy innovation for victims of dis
crimination seeking redress. As the files of the British Columbia human rights 

branch reveal, women faced an astonishing array o f discriminatory practices in 
the workplace and in securing services or accommodation.

Women in Canada acutely experienced the contradiction between the 
promises of education and the realities of the workplace. Fifty women for ev

ery one hundred men had a university degree in 1971, and in 1981 that number 
had rise to sixty-five women per one hundred men. Yet in 1980 a woman with a 
university degree was more likely to earn less than a man with no high school 
degree. The female workforce in British Columbia increased 83.9 percent be

tween 1959 and 1968 (the male workforce increased 30 percent); by 1981 more 
than half o f all women in British Columbia (52.7 percent) participated in the 
workforce, and women represented 42.1 percent of the total workforce. Still,
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women continued to struggle against the glass ceiling. Women earned 57 per

cent of a male wage in 1971 and only 62 percent ten years later. Men earned 
most of the total wages in the province (77.6 percent) and women were ghet
toized in low-paying clerical and service jobs (in 1980 more than 56 percent of 
women workers were in clerical and service jobs, and an additional 20 percent 
were in sales and nursing).16 The discrimination women faced in the workplace 

was a result, in part, of longstanding presumptions regarding gender roles and 
the difficulties employers faced in adapting to the influx of female labour. After 
generations of gender-based labour divisions, often sanctioned (if not required) 

by law, both employers and women struggled to cope with the new realities of 
the changing labour force.

Some jobs, for example, were simply not open to women. Kathleen Strenja, 
a young mother living in Vancouver whose husband was on welfare following a 

workplace injury, responded to an advertisement for replacement taxi drivers in 
May 1980. She was hired the day she arrived, and, after driving for a few hours, 
returned to the company office where she was confronted by the owner's son 
who asserted that he and his father, Bob Bennett, did not like woman driving 

cabs. He insisted that she park the car; a few minutes later, Bob Bennett, out 
walking his dog, became agitated when he saw Mrs. Strenja. He insisted that he 
would never hire a woman. Bennett removed the municipal license plate from 
the taxi and threw it into the garbage. Undeterred, Mrs. Strenja jumped into the 

car and headed for the nearest RCMP station, with Bennett (and his dog) chas
ing her in another taxi. At the station, Bennett and Strenja engaged in a heated 
argument. According to the officer on the scene, "He [Bennett] said that his 
policy was not to hire women, that this was Company policy, that he had been 

with the taxi business since 1954 and that women attracted too much trouble. 
He also told Corporal Geisser that women drivers just don't work out in this 
town. He said that he hired women as dispatchers, but not as drivers because 
they're ‘just trouble'; he mentioned the risk of rapes.” 17

When women did secure employment, it was rarely at the same pay level 
as men. The introduction of provincial equal pay legislation (discussed below) 
in 1953 forced Nabob Foods Limited to discontinue its differential wage scale 
for men and women in its meat processing plant. By replacing the gendered 

wage scale with separate job classifications, the company avoided any change 
to its payroll. When Billy Linton began working for Nabob Foods in 1973, all 
the packers were women and order-selectors were men (packers made less 
money than order-selectors). Due to seniority, Linton was temporarily promot

ed to order-selector but was soon demoted back to her old job. An investiga
tion into the case uncovered that the warehouse supervisor believed that "the 
warehouse was no place for a woman as it was too cold and too dusty” and that
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“a boxcar was no place for a woman.” 18 Loraine Warren discovered in 1976 that 

her employer, Creditel (a credit-reporting agency), offered her male colleagues 
an extra two thousand dollars annual salary in starting pay for the same work. 
Creditel insisted that the company negotiated separate salaries for each employ
ee, and Warren simply failed to secure a better contract.19 Several years later, in 

1981, workers in a Burnaby trucking company temporarily went on strike to 
secure higher wages for data processors. All the data processors were women 
earning $7.07 an hour despite the $8.17 paid to unskilled summer help. But the 
employer refused to budge because “it was a matter of principle” (although 

which principle was unclear) and it was not their responsibility to correct “the 
ills of society.”20

Working conditions for many women were intolerable, and in the case of 
twenty-four-year-old Jean Tharpe, her employer sought to avoid accommodat

ing the needs of its female employees. Lornex Mining Corporation agreed in 
1974 to submit to an order from the provincial Human Rights Commission to 
make its worksite accommodations in northern British Columbia accessible to 
its female employees. Tharpe, a laboratory technologist, moved into the com

pany's accommodations later that year only to discover that Lornex had com
plied with the order with the simple expedient of allowing women to shower 
and sleep in the same facilities as men. Tharpe submitted a complaint against 
Lornex. The company agreed to deal with the problem although once again 

its remedy was evasive. The company added a partition within the bunkhouse 
to separate Tharpe from the rest of the workers, which her male co-workers 
promptly ignored because her section was a faster route to the dinning area. 
Tharpe spent most of her days sleeping and showering in a nearby town and 
commuting to work.21

Discrimination was not always an explicit act. Perhaps the most difficult 
issue to resolve was job requirements that applied equally to all employees but 
indirectly discriminated against some. One of the reasons Nabob Foods refused 

to allow Billy Linton to work as an order-selector was because, according to 
the company, the work was too physically strenuous to be performed safely 
by a woman.22 B.C. Forest Products Limited refused to allow Janice Foster to 
work at its mill in Youbou on Vancouver Island in 1977 because of her height 

and weight. The company informed Foster, who was five feet tall and weighed 
115  pounds, that she would be unable to complete the task o f manually remov
ing lumber from a conveyor belt and placing the lumber in a nearby pile. The 
height and weight requirements were purely arbitrary for work that required 

more dexterity than physical strength.23
Sexual harassment, as the former editor of Chatelaine magazine insists in 

her memoirs, was for many men “a perk of being boss—whether it involved
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gross and demeaning comments, nude pictures on the wall, or sleeping privileg

es.... Every single woman I knew had been propositioned at some time, mostly 
by married men.”24 Perhaps because sexual harassment was commonplace at 
work, because victims feared reprisals for speaking out, because they were hu
miliated, or because they did not want their families to know, a code of silence 

surrounded sexual harassment in the workplace.25 Julie Webb challenged that 
silence in 1975. She accused her employer, the owner of Cypress Pizza in Van
couver, o f sexual harassment. Webb testified before an inquiry that her boss, 
Rajinder Singh Roopra, repeatedly touched her hair; put his arm around her 

and held her against her will; made suggestive sexual remarks; leered, ogled, 
and made suggestive gestures; asked her several times for dinner dates; asked 
her to visit a motel and watch pornographic videos; and asked her numerous 
questions about her sex life.26

Pregnancy was another obstacle to employment.27 H.W. (her full name is 
unknown) launched the first successful human rights complaint in Canada for 
discrimination on the basis of pregnancy. She was working for a travel agency 
in Vancouver when, on 25 July 1975, her boss asked her if she was pregnant. She 

honestly did not know, and her boss insisted that she consult a doctor. When 
she informed her boss that she was indeed pregnant, she was immediately fired, 
although he later claimed that the cause was incompetence.28

Inadequate child care facilities, occupational ghettos, limited mobility, de

clining service-sector jobs as a result o f new technologies, family obligations, 
limited training opportunities—these and many other factors created obstacles 
for women seeking employment. These difficulties were acute for women in 
rural British Columbia. Opportunities for training were limited outside of Ter

race or Prince George, and many women simply did not have the resources to 
temporarily relocate. Alcan (a major employer in the region) commissioned a 
report in 1982 on the labour force in northern British Columbia for its Kemano 
hydroelectric plant. One section of the report dealt with sexual discrimination 

in the north. According to the report, business proprietors and first-line super
visors' attitudes were perceived as a major barrier to employing women, and 

“systemic discrimination was seen as more pervasive in the northwest.”29
Women also experienced discrimination in services and accommodation. 

Insurance companies, for instance, sometimes refused to continue coverage for 
women after a divorce; because women lived longer, they were charged higher 
premiums for life insurance. Norene Warren could not rent an apartment in 
Vancouver for herself and her two children in 1975 because she was a single 

mother. The landlord refused to rent the unit to her out of concern that she 
could not afford the rent and could not, as a single mother with a job, properly 
maintain the house.30
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The human rights state

w h e n  t h e  On t a r i o  g o v e r n m e n t  passed the first anti-discrimination statute 

in Canada, the man responsible for introducing the legislation, Premier George 
Drew, stood in the legislature and cautioned his colleagues that laws could not 

prevent discrimination: "The best way to avoid racial and religious strife is not 
by imposing a method o f thinking, but by teaching our children that we are 
all members of a great human family”31 Yet the 1944 Racial Discrimination Act, 
which prohibited any display of discriminatory signs (the law was partly in re

sponse to a now-famous newspaper article titled "No Jews, No Dogs” after a 
sign the reporter saw in a tavern window in Toronto), set an important legal 
precedent. A 1932 amendment to Ontario's insurance laws banned discrimina
tion in the assessment of insurance on the basis of race and religion, and in 

the same year, British Columbia prohibited discrimination on the basis of race, 
religion, and political affiliation in the disbursement o f unemployment relief. 
Otherwise, human rights laws did not exist in Canada.32 However, this situation 
changed dramatically soon after 1944.

Pressured by victims of discrimination, guided by international human 
rights norms and a belief in social justice, and reacting to controversies involv
ing gross abuses of human rights, Canadian governments quickly embraced the 
idea of anti-discrimination legislation.33 Tommy Douglas and the Co-operative 

Commonwealth Federation passed the Saskatchewan Bill of Rights in 1947. 

With no effective enforcement mechanism, however, the statute was primar
ily symbolic.34 Ontario later set the pace for more substantive legislation with 
Fair Employment Practices and Fair Accommodation Practices legislation in 

the 1950s to prohibit discrimination in employment and services (modelled on 
similar laws passed in New York in 1945 and 1952).35 The Ontario legislation 
was the product of intensive lobbying efforts from a coalition of labour, ethnic, 
religious, and political organizations. The Jewish community, in particular, was 

a key player; Premier Leslie Frost asked labour law professor Jacob Finkelman (a 
member of the lobbying coalition) to draft the Fair Employment Practices Act.36

Within a decade, most provinces in Canada introduced similar legislation 
to ban discrimination on the basis of race, religion, and ethnicity.37 In each 

case, the minister (usually the minister of labour) could appoint an indepen
dent ad hoc board to investigate accusations of discrimination and enforce a 
remedy (e.g., a fine). Such laws, however, were vaguely worded, cumbersome, 
poorly enforced, and ultimately ineffective.38 Prime Minister John Diefenbaker 

introduced a federal Bill o f Rights in 1960. Unfortunately, as one leading con
stitutional expert quipped, "that pretentious piece of legislation has proven as 
ineffective as many of us predicted.” 39
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Ontario set a new standard again, this time in 1962, with the Ontario Hu

man Rights Code. It was a unique creation inspired in large part by community 
activists campaigning for more expansive legislation and an effective enforce
ment agency.40 Canada's modern human rights regime has since evolved from 
the Ontario model. Why Ontario? The province boasted a racially and ethni

cally diverse population; Ontario's rapid economic growth absorbed most of 
the post-war immigrants to Canada. Toronto's vibrant social movement sector 
included organized labour, civil libertarians, churches, organizations represent
ing minorities and women, and an influential Jewish community determined to 

improve earlier legislation.41 The Ontario CCF's election platforms included a 
strong human rights policy, and the Conservative government was not averse 
to stealing its opponents' ideas.

The Ontario Human Rights Code incorporated existing anti-discrimination 

laws in the province into a single statute that was enforced through a Human 
Rights Commission. The commission was staffed by full-time human rights of
ficers working for the government. Offenders might pay a fine, offer an apol
ogy, reinstate an employee, or agree to a negotiated settlement. Human rights 

commissions in Canada were further mandated to educate the public about hu
man rights. By 1977 every jurisdiction in Canada had introduced similar human 
rights legislation.42 Unlike the courts, the human rights state comprised a series 
of specialized government agencies that were more efficient, faster, and more 

accessible, and bore the cost of investigating and resolving conflicts (human 
rights commissions, in effect, functioned similarly to regulatory agencies). Hu
man rights adjudication was also less elitist than the courts. Specially trained 
human rights officers investigated complaints, and the staffs of human rights 

commissions were drawn from the ranks of academia, media, social activists, 
churches, and the legal community43

British Columbia followed a similar pattern. The Social Credit government 
introduced an Equal Pay Act (1953), a Fair Employment Practices Act (1956), and 

a Fair Accommodation Practices Act (1961).44 But it was in 1969 that the province 
broke new ground with the Human Rights Act, which, for the first time in Cana
da, prohibited discrimination on the basis of sex.45 Despite the achievements of 
the previous decade, none of the early anti-discrimination laws, including the 

1962 Ontario Human Rights Code, incorporated sex as a prohibited ground of 
discrimination. This oversight was not simply a political failure. Many of the 
leading social advocates for anti-discrimination laws in Canada embraced “pre
vailing ideas about the necessity of differential treatment for women and men 

in many areas of life.”46 The editors o f the Vancouver Sun hailed the 1969 Human 
Rights Act as a “Charter of Women's Rights.” 47 Skeptics, however, including the 
editors of the other major newspaper in British Columbia, were convinced that
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there was "no way to eliminate such discrimination, outside of blind-folding 

employers or requiring that female applicants wear veils and walk around in 
barrels while being interviewed.... [Matrimony] is the most important career 
of all for a woman—the most vital and, hopefully, long-lasting.”48

The events surrounding the International Year for Human Rights in 1968 

had highlighted the failings o f the existing human rights regime in British Co
lumbia.49 With federal and provincial government funding, a provincial commis
sion had been formed to celebrate the anniversary through workshops, surveys, 
and a major conference in December 1968. One of the key recommendations 

arising from the conference was to consolidate all existing anti-discrimination 
legislation in the province into a single statute and expand the scope of the 
legislation.50 The Social Credit government acted quickly and introduced the 
Human Rights Act in 1969. Still, crass political opportunism was likely another 

contributing factor. The government was struggling to maintain support after 
two decades in office, and it would soon be defeated in the 1972 election. Al
though the women's movement had not yet organized a sustained campaign to 
amend provincial human rights legislation in the 1960s, the Socreds' opponent, 

the NDP, campaigned on a platform to ban sexual discrimination and expand 
the scope of the legislation.

The Human Rights Act, which was hastily introduced before the provincial 
election, did little more than integrate existing legislation into a single statute 

and prohibit sexual discrimination. Nothing in the legislation suggested a sub
stantial departure from the government's already tepid interest in anti-discrim
ination legislation. Attempts by the NDP to strengthen the legislation with an 

independent enforcement agency and a more expansive definition of sexual dis

crimination were defeated.51 And yet the Social Credit government promoted 
the legislation as a major advancement in the cause o f human rights. Pictures 
of the minister of labour sitting on his desk holding a phone to his ear appeared 
in all the major newspapers, with captions indicating that the minister waited 

to hear complaints about discrimination. The government also spent more 
than $42,000 in public monies to promote the legislation during the election.52

Ideology and disgust with the 1969 act appear to have been the NDP's 
primary motivation for introducing the 1974 Human Rights Code (the Social 

Credit party formed the government between 1952 and 1991, except for a brief 
NDP interregnum between 1972 and 1975).53 After introducing the new legisla
tion to coincide with the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights, Minister of Labour William S. King noted several deficien

cies with the 1969 act: too few grounds for discrimination were recognized; a 
poor enforcement mechanism; weak penalties; no mandate to educate the pub
lic; and the human rights commission's lack of independence from the Depart
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ment of Labour.54 Women's organizations and many other groups had lobbied 

extensively over the past few years for new legislation, and Rosemary Brown, a 
former ombudswoman for the Vancouver Status of Women and an NDP mem
ber of the legislature, was an influential proponent of the new code.55 King also 
invited University of British Columbia law professor Bill Black to organize a 

class to debate and prepare an initial draft human rights code.56
The code was a significant departure from the 1969 act. The Human Rights 

Act provided few options for redress, whereas the code emphasized conciliation 
and negotiation. The code also created a commission to promote human rights 

education and a branch with full-time human rights investigators to process 
and investigate complaints. Another important innovation was that the branch 
was required to investigate all complaints. Once a complaint was received, the 
Human Rights Branch would dispatch a human rights investigator to speak to 

the complainant and the alleged perpetrator. If the investigator found merit 
in the complaint, they would initially attempt an informal conciliation. Thou
sands of complaints were handled in this fashion under the authority o f the 
Human Rights Code.57 Most complaints were resolved with a private or public 

apology, an agreement to reinstitute the victim in a job or provide a service, 
or an informal monetary award.58 If conciliation failed, the branch could ask 
the minister of labour to appoint a board o f inquiry A board of inquiry was 
a quasi-judicial proceeding in which one or a few individuals appointed by the 

minister would meet with the complainant and the accused, hear their argu
ments, and render a decision in favour o f one o f the parties. One of the com
mission's primary responsibilities, in addition to education, was to represent 
the complainant during the proceedings, therefore guaranteeing that people 

who had limited resources would be adequately represented.59 If the board of 
inquiry ruled in favour o f the complainant, the board was empowered to force 
the respondent to remedy the situation (e.g., offer a job or service) and to assess 
monetary damages. The board's decision had the full force of law although it 

could be appealed in the courts.
The Human Rights Code also included a blanket prohibition on all forms 

of discrimination unless the accused could demonstrate "reasonable cause.” 
This was a significant innovation. All other anti-discrimination laws in Canada 

were limited to specific grounds for discrimination, such as race or gender. H.W 
and Julie Webb were able to use the reasonable cause section to set new prec
edents in areas such as pregnancy, marital status, and sexual harassment.60 The 
first gay rights case to reach the Supreme Court of Canada, GATE v. Vancouver 

Sun, emerged from a 1976 board of inquiry appointed under the British Colum
bia Human Rights Code.61 The code made no reference to sexual orientation in 
1976, but the board attempted to employ the reasonable cause section to prohib
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it this form of discrimination. Although the decision was ultimately overturned 

in the Supreme Court of Canada (for, among other things, restricting freedom 
of the press), it was an important symbolic victory for gay rights.62

Once again, social activists played an important role in the development of 
the human rights state. Organized labour, Jews, African Canadians, churches, and 

various other pressure groups lobbied extensively for the first anti-discrimination 
statutes in Ontario.63 In British Columbia, women's organizations were especially 
important in the development and the enforcement of the Human Rights Code. 
The Vancouver Status of Women (VSW), for instance, prepared briefs and lob

bied the government, assigned people to attend all-candidates meetings during 
elections to raise the issue of human rights law reform, and flooded the media 
with material on human rights reform.64 One of the functions of the VSW's full
time ombudswoman was to prepare human rights complaints. Rosemary Brown, 

a former ombudswoman, was a vigorous supporter of the code. Many other 
organizations including the Status of Women Action Group, B.C. Federation 
of Women, Young Women's Christian Association, and NDP Women's Rights 

Committee also lobbied for human rights legislation.65 Even the radical Vancou

ver Women's Caucus, which generally eschewed legal reform, presented a brief 
before the Human Rights Commission in 1969 demanding revisions to the Hu
man Rights Act.66 Kathleen Ruff, the first chair of the Human Rights Branch, was 
formerly the president of the Status of Women Action Group.

Sexual discrimination complaints dominated the work o f the Human 
Rights Branch. Almost 50 percent of the complaints investigated by the branch 
between 1974 and 1982 involved sexual discrimination. The trend was consis
tent across the country except in Ontario and Nova Scotia; sexual discrimina

tion constituted the second-largest number of complaints in both jurisdictions 
after racial discrimination.67

The Socreds returned to power in 1975 and in less than a decade, they re
placed the code with a regressive Human Rights Act as part of a broad program 

of fiscal restraint.68 The Social Credit party had fully embraced neo-liberal 
economic and social policies, and their reforms in the 1980s severely restricted 
government spending and social services. The infamous "restraint package” of 
1983-84 included twenty-six pieces of legislation that, among other things, al

lowed the government to dismiss thousands of civil servants and cut wages, 
eliminate services such as the Residential Tenancy Board and the Alcohol and 
Drug Commission, and increase taxes.69 The 1984 Human Rights Act was one 
of the major bills in the package. True, the act incorporated, for the first time, 

physical and mental disability. But the reasonable cause section was removed, 
the maximum possible fine was reduced from $5,000 to $2,000, the Human 
Rights Commission was eliminated, and the process for submitting complaints
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was streamlined to allow bureaucrats to dismiss complaints without an inves

tigation. The human rights investigators, who worked full-time and had devel
oped an expertise in human rights adjudication, were all dismissed. Overworked 
industrial relations officers with no human rights training were appointed to 
investigate complaints.70 The new regime de-emphasized informal conciliation 

and concentrated on formal adjudication of complaints. The only member of 
the government who chose to defend the legislation in the legislature was the 
minister of labour, only because one person had to at least table the legisla
tion.71 As R. Brian Howe and David Johnson suggest, "this was the furthest any 

Canadian government has ever gone in restructuring its human rights policy.”72 
Many of the stakeholders who supported the code, albeit insisting that it 

had many limitations, sharply criticized the reforms. The NDP Women's Rights 
Committee stated that the amendments to the code were "the most serious as

pect of the new legislative package [of fiscal restraint].”73 The Status of Women 
Action Group accused the government of pandering to a small but vocal seg
ment of the business community and called for the full reinstatement of the 
code.74 The Nanaimo Women's Resource Centre feared that the "elimination 

of the human rights office means that there are little or no protections within 
provincial jurisdiction.”75 The major women's organizations in the province—in
cluding the Vancouver Status of Women, the B.C. Federation of Women, Rape 
Relief, and many more—vigorously opposed the Human Rights Act.76 Criticism 

of the reforms was widespread and included organized labour, civil libertarians, 
anti-racism associations, churches, and seniors' groups.77 The Vancouver Sun la
mented the government's efforts to "trivialize protection of human rights.”78 

Opposition mobilized outside the province. The 1984 reforms created a 

national debate on the direction o f human rights policy. Gordon Fairweather, 
the chairman of the federal Human Rights Commission, campaigned against 
reforms he characterized as "emblematic of a police state.”79 Another chief 
commissioner of a human rights commission, Ken Norman in Saskatchewan, 

claimed that "tearing apart the institutional fabric of the human rights com
mission and human rights branch is a very regressive step.”80 Many prominent 
political figures outside British Columbia were outspoken critics of the reforms, 
including Manitoba Attorney General Roland Penner, the national leader of the 

NDP (Ed Broadbent), and federal Minister of Justice Mark MacGuigan.81 Sev
eral members of the federal cabinet—including Secretary of State Serge Joyal, 
Minister of Labour Charles Caccia, and the minister responsible for women, 
Judy Erola—in a rare example of direct interference in provincial politics, called 

on the government to withdraw the legislation.82 In a letter to the provincial 
minister of labour, Joyal described their vision for a human rights regime: a 
reasonable cause section to engage with unforeseen forms of discrimination, as
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well as systemic discrimination; a commission to represent victims of discrimi

nation before boards o f inquiry and to promote human rights education; and 
full-time human rights officers who could develop an expertise in conciliation.83

Some of the leading human rights and law reform agencies in Canada 
and abroad also joined the opposition. The Canadian Association of Statutory 

Human Rights Agencies described the act as a "tragic mistake” and insisted 
that it be reversed.84 Meeting in Philadelphia, the International Association of 
Human Rights Agencies passed a resolution expressing opposition to the pro
posed amendments.85 The Canadian Bar Association, which has a long history 

of lobbying for legal reform; the Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of 
Women; and the Canadian Civil Liberties Association were among the many 

diverse organizations defending the Human Rights Code.86
The Socreds’ legislation represented a sharp break from the system de

signed by the NDP, which was based on accessibility, conciliation, education, 
and an expansive interpretation of human rights. The NDP government hired 
full-time human rights investigators, introduced the reasonable cause provision, 
provided funding for human rights education, and ensured that complainants 

had representation before boards of inquiry. In contrast, the Socreds balked 
at aggressive enforcement of a human rights law that favoured complainants: 
they eliminated the commission, reduced funding, fired the investigators, and 
placed the onus on victims to pursue complaints. The Socreds argued that the 

code was too cumbersome, created extensive delays that hurt employers, and 
facilitated frivolous complaints by providing individuals with free representa
tion. The 1984 Human Rights Act had no mandate for education and no provi
sions to provide complainants with representation or counsel before inquiries.

The 1984 Human Rights Act did not become a precedent. The human rights 
state remained relatively unchanged outside British Columbia, and the NDP 
replaced the act in 1996. New grounds for discrimination, such as sexual orien
tation, were later added to provincial human rights codes, and innovations such 

as permanent boards of inquiry were established in many provinces. Nonethe
less, the fundamental underpinning o f human rights adjudication—quasi-judi
cial bodies investigating citizen complaints with a priority on conciliation and a 

mandate to educate the public—remains the predominant model today.

The human rights state and gender equality

w i t h o u t  a  d o u b t , the original anti-discrimination statutes in British Colum

bia, modeled on similar initiatives across Canada, were a complete failure. The 
Equal Pay Act (1953-69) barred employers from paying lower wages to women 
who did the same work in the same establishment. Only thirty-three women
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(involving eleven employers) successfully applied for restitution under the Equal 

Pay Act. The Fair Employment Practices Act (1953-69) and the Public Accommo
dation Practices Act (1961-69) were even feebler.87 A mere six complaints were 
received under the former and only three under the latter. Four of the six em
ployment complaints under the Fair Employment Practices Act and two of the 

three under the Public Accommodation Practices Act were dismissed for falling 
outside the scope of the legislation.88 The B.C. experience was not unique. 
Only two complaints had been sustained in Ontario under its Fair Employment 
Practices Act (1951-62).89 Still, these statutes were a symbolic first step, and the 

failure o f these early initiatives provided a basis for justifying future reforms.90
The Human Rights Act o f 1969 was only moderately more effective. Already 

over-burdened industrial relations officers with no expertise in human rights 
were responsible for investigating complaints. An average of seven hundred 

complaints were received each year between 1969 and 1973, and only thirty to 
eighty of these cases were assigned to investigators. Furthermore, the minister 
of labour rarely appointed boards of inquiry to adjudicate complaints after con
ciliation had failed. Of the 2,345 complaints received between 1970 and 1973, 

ninety-two were settled informally by the investigating officers, six were with
drawn, fifty-three were found to be without merit, and only twenty-three were 
decided by a board of inquiry91 "The legislation,” insisted the B.C. Civil Liberties 
Association, "did little to foster or safeguard civil rights in British Columbia.”92

The 1973 Human Rights Code transformed the provincial human rights re
gime. The number o f complaints increased from seven hundred in 1973 to thir
ty-five hundred in 1976, and in 1982 the branch received 10,391 complaints.93 
Dozens of human rights officers were hired to enforce the code, and they de

veloped an expertise in human rights conciliation. These officers conducted on 
average six hundred investigations per year. The NDP appointed more boards 
of inquiry, and boards generally favoured the complainant.94 Of a sample of 
twenty boards o f inquiry appointed between 1975 and 1979 dealing with sexual 

discrimination, sixteen complaints were upheld. In some cases, the victim was 
offered a job or a service, and in ten cases, the board assessed monetary dam
ages. But the statistics only reveal one small part of the larger narrative. Human 
rights officers informally adjudicated thousands of complaints between 1974 

and 1984.95
After defeating the NDP in the 1975 election, the Socreds were able to re

strict the activities of the Human Rights Branch and Commission. The Hu
man Rights Code became the victim of a male-dominated government with 

close ties to business and whose electoral base was primarily in rural British Co
lumbia.96 Several ministers o f labour, for instance, delayed appointments, were 
recalcitrant in approving boards of inquiry, reduced the number of investiga
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tors (and in some cases continued to use industrial relations officers), and hired 

people who had little or no experience in human rights adjudication.97 The Sta
tus of Women Action Group expressed a common grievance with the Socreds' 
management when the association insisted that the “B.C. Human Rights Com
mission is an embarrassment and a bad joke. They have done nothing except 

show their appalling ignorance and insensitivity to human rights.” 98
The Human Rights Commission lost all credibility in the late 1970s as a 

result of the Socreds' appointments. At one point, in 1979, the Vancouver Sun 
reported that the commissioners (composed of only white men) exchanged 

sexist and homophobic comments during a public hearing.99 The chair of the 
commission in 1979, Joseph Katz, suggested at one point that women were not 
needed on the commission—the men could solicit feedback from their wives.100 
And Jack Henrich, the former minister of labour, insisted during a television 

interview in 1984 that a complaint involving a ban on women at a local golf 
course on weekends was “frivolous.” Men work and women do not, he insisted, 
and the policy was a legitimate restriction (at the time, 52.7 percent of women 
in the province worked).101 Unsurprisingly, the president of the United Fisher

man and Allied Workers' Union complained that workers “lack confidence that 
justice will be done or will even be seen to be done while you, as Minister and/ 
or the Commission, continue to display flagrant unconcern for even the ap
pearances o f impartiality in the highly sensitive area of human rights.” 102

The NDP's expansive Human Rights Code also contained significant flaws. 
Boards of inquiry, for instance, rarely provided sufficient restitution. Among 
the twenty cases noted earlier, only a few resulted in damages over a thousand 
dollars. Jean Tharpe was awarded $250 after years of fighting Lornex Mining 

Corporation. And boards could not always be counted on to see beyond the 
most direct forms of discrimination. Billy Linton, who was denied the oppor
tunity to work as an order-selector, lost her case because there was no evidence 
that the company's managers explicitly stated that they refused to hire women. 

The lone dissenter on the board of inquiry observed that it was “trite to state 
that discrimination is seldom susceptible of direct proof. Seldom is there an 
open admission o f discrimination by the respondent. Once a prima facie case 
of discrimination is established, the onus o f proving a non-discriminatory cause 

as well as the reasonableness of the cause shifts to the respondent.” 103 Constant 
delays also hampered the branch's work. Janice Foster, who was denied a job 
because of her height and weight, had to wait two years before her complaint 
was resolved. Loraine Warren's equal pay case would be considered a speedy 

resolution at the time—it was eighteen months before a hearing was scheduled.
The 1984 Human Rights Act represented a significant departure from the 

previous regime and did nothing to address the weaknesses o f the Human
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Rights Code. Julie Webb won her sexual harassment case against her boss at 

the pizzeria under the reasonable cause section o f the code. In the same year, 
Andrea Fields' sexual harassment complaint was brought before the new Hu
man Rights Council as constituted under the 1984 Human Rights Act. Fields, a 
waitress at a Victoria restaurant, testified that her boss, Wilhelm Ueffing, at

tempted to pinch or grab her, wrote her notes suggesting that she had a sexy 
body, and frequently asked her to have sex with him. The council dismissed 
her complaint, in part because Ueffing "frequently greeted staff and customers 
with a hug and a kiss” and because there was insufficient evidence to support 

her testimony.104 It was a complicated case (other waitresses contradicted her 
testimony), but it was also a powerful symbolic defeat for the council's first case 
and the "new” human rights regime in British Columbia.

Conclusion

u l t i m a t e l y , the fundamental flaw of the B.C. human rights regime was the 
same failure inherent in similar legal regimes across the country. The Cana

dian human rights state was never designed to deal with any form of systemic 
inequality. Quebec was the only province to recognize economic, social, and 
cultural rights in its human rights legislation, and, in practice, few people in 
Quebec submitted claims under these provisions. Moreover, human rights 

codes in Canada conceived of human rights in terms of individual rights. Com
missions were not pro-active; individuals such as H.W , who was fired for being 
pregnant, had to initiate complaints themselves. Human rights codes also did 
not allow for class-action suits on behalf of aggrieved minorities. As a result, 

the human rights state was unable to respond to job ghettos (for example, all
Caucasian fire departments) and rarely provided for collective remedies. The 
Ontario Human Rights Commission published a scathing critique of the On
tario Human Rights Code in 1977. Its concerns could easily apply to the other 

regimes in Canada at the time:

The most pervasive discrimination today often results from uncon
scious and seemingly neutral practices which may, none the less, be 

as detrimental to human rights as the more overt and intentional kind 
of discrimination. These practices perpetuate the discriminatory ef
fects of past discrimination, even when overt acts of discrimination 

have ceased. Unfortunately, the Commission does not have the power, 

under the present Code to deal effectively with such practices despite 
their clearly discriminatory consequences.105
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Several provinces, including Ontario, Quebec, Saskatchewan, and Nova Scotia, 

eventually amended their respective human rights codes and incorporated a 
mandate to investigate systemic discrimination.106 But economic recession in 
the 1980s led to extensive government cutbacks. Investigations into systemic 
discrimination were long and costly, and during a period o f fiscal restraint, indi

vidual complaints dominated the human rights agenda. As Howe and Johnson 
note, "financial constraints are compelling some provincial commissions to re
evaluate their support of systemic initiatives.... The critical factor is held to be 
the amount of time, effort, and funding required to assess and demonstrate 
systemic discrimination.” 107

The modern human rights state represents an impressive advancement in 
public policy. Employers such as Bob Bennett could no longer refuse women 
the right to work, and the human rights state provided an accessible forum for 

women to seek redress. Statistics can never fully capture the significance o f the 
daily activities o f human rights officers who informally conciliated thousands 
of human rights violations. Still, the human rights state struggled in its primary 
activity: employment discrimination against women. Between 1971 and 1981, 

the number of women in the labour force increased 22 percent and the number 
of working mothers increased from 36.2 percent to 50.7 percent. Yet in 1981 
the average woman made barely 62 percent of a man's wage, a small rise of 
5 percent from the 1971 figure. Women in 1981 continued to be represented 

disproportionately in low-paying jobs or "pink ghettos.” Six percent of physi
cians, dentists, lawyers, and managers in 1971 were women, and 60.2 percent of 
clerical and service workers were women. The gap had barely shifted by 1981: 
women represented 9.6 percent of the former and 57.7 percent of the latter.108

Of course, human rights legislation has important symbolic value. "Orga
nizations and individuals,” according to Didi Herman, "have proceeded on the 
law front with the belief that law reflects societal fears and prejudices.. [P] 
rogressive law reform signals to bigots, and to those who would discriminate, 

that such attitudes and behaviours are no longer acceptable.” 109 But there is 
a difference between human rights declarations, which are an expression of 
consensus within a community, and human rights law. These legal innovations 
were designed to be enforced and to mobilize the resources of the state to ac

tively discourage (and, if necessary, punish) discriminatory acts. Human rights 
legislation should not be judged solely on its potential for legitimation, but the 
law's capacity to fulfill a concrete mandate. The question is significant in light 
of the limits o f the human rights state. P
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